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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the communications field, and in particular, to an ROI video implementation
method and apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With a continuous increase of bandwidth and development of multimedia technologies, a video communications
technology plays an increasingly important role in daily life. People know more about and are familiar with a video call,
remote monitoring, a video conference, and the like. Accordingly, various types of experience based on the video
communications technology is improved, and an ROI (Region of Interest, region of interest) technology is an important
aspect thereof.
[0003] When the ROI technology is used for video communication, a sending device may send an original video with
a relatively wide image view to a receiving device. When the receiving device is interested in only a partial image region
in the original video, that is, a target region, the receiving device may send an ROI video request to the sending device,
to notify the sending device of the target region. After receiving the ROI video request, the sending device generates,
by using an encoder (encoder) on a basis of the original video, an ROI video that includes only the target region, and
then sends the ROI video to the receiving device. The receiving device displays the received ROI video. The sending
device may generate, by means of interaction between the sending device and the receiving device, the ROI video
according to the ROI video request sent by the receiving device. The ROI video includes only the target region that a
user of the receiving device is interested in, so that an individual requirement of the user for a video provided by a video
communication service can be met.
[0004] In many video communications systems, there is a one-to-many relationship between sending devices and
receiving devices. A same sending device needs to generate different ROI videos for multiple receiving devices. For
example, in a remote monitoring system of a kindergarten, a monitoring device usually needs to provide monitoring
videos for multiple parents. However, a particular quantity of encoder resources are required for generating each ROI
video. To meet each ROI video request, a sending device needs to generate an ROI video by using a particular quantity
of encoder resources. That is, a particular quantity of encoder resources are required by the sending device to meet
each ROI request. If an encoder resource amount is limited, the sending device can simultaneously generate only a
limited quantity of ROI videos, that is, the sending device can simultaneously meet only a limited quantity of ROI video
requests. It can be learned that, in the prior art, a quantity of ROI video requests that can be simultaneously met by a
sending device is limited by an encoder resource amount.
[0005] US 2006/0215752 A1 relates to a method comprising the steps of receiving from a user a description of a region
of interest (ROI) within near-end video generated by a local device; generating information specifying the ROI based on
the description; and encoding the near-end video based on the information specifying the ROI to enhance image quality
of the ROI relative to non-ROI areas of the near-end video.

SUMMARY

[0006] Embodiments of the present invention are defined by appended set of claims. A ROI video implementation
method and apparatus are provided, to resolve a problem that a quantity of ROI video requests that can be simultaneously
met by a sending device is limited by an encoder resource amount. In the following, parts of the description and drawings
referring to embodiments which are not covered by the claims are not embodiments of the invention, but examples useful
for understanding the invention.
[0007] In the embodiments of the present invention, an ROI video request sent by a receiving device is obtained. A
first proximity ROI video is selected from proximity ROI videos, and the proximity ROI videos are generated ROI videos
that include at least a partial region in a target region indicated by the ROI video request. The first proximity ROI video
is sent to the receiving device. According to the present invention, when receiving an ROI video request, a sending
device may select a proximity ROI video from generated ROI videos, and send the proximity ROI video to a receiving
device. The proximity ROI video is a generated video, and therefore, according to the present invention, the ROI video
request can be met without consuming an encoder resource, so as to break through limitation caused by an encoder
resource amount to a quantity of ROI video requests that can be simultaneously met by the sending device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0008] To describe the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more clearly,
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the following briefly describes the accompanying drawings required for describing the embodiments or the prior art.
Apparently, a person of ordinary skill in the art may still derive other drawings from these accompanying drawings without
creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic structural diagram of an ROI video communication service system in the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3A is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to another embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 3B is a schematic diagram of an information format of an ROI video request in the present invention;
FIG. 3C to FIG. 3F are schematic diagrams of proximity ROI video determining manners in the present invention;
FIG. 3G is a schematic diagram of an information format of a first selection information group in the present invention;
FIG. 3H is a schematic diagram of an information format of a switchover instruction in the present invention;
FIG. 3I is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to another embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 3J is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to another embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 3K is a schematic diagram of an information format of a receiving response in the present invention;
FIG. 4A is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to another embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 4B is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to another embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 4C is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to another embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an ROI video implementation apparatus according to an embodiment of the present
invention; and
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of an ROI video implementation apparatus according to another embodiment of the
present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0009] The following clearly and completely describes the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present
invention with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the
described embodiments are merely a part rather than all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embod-
iments obtained by a person of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiments of the present invention without creative
efforts shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0010] As shown in FIG. 1, an ROI video communication service system generally includes a sending device and a
receiving device.
[0011] The sending device may generally include a video capture device such as a camera, multiple encoders, and
other hardware and software that are necessary for implementing an ROI video communication service. The video
capture device is configured to obtain original image data, and send the original image data to each encoder according
to a requirement. At least one encoder in the multiple encoders is configured to generate an original video according to
the original image data. Except the encoder that is configured to generate the original video according to the original
image data, the other encoders are configured to generate an ROI video according to an ROI video request. Generally,
encoders are not one-to-one corresponding to receiving devices, and a quantity of encoders is generally less than a
quantity of receiving devices. A same encoder may generate ROI videos for different receiving devices at different time.
ROI videos received by a same receiving device at different time may also be generated by different encoders.
[0012] For example, in a kindergarten monitoring system shown in FIG. 1, a sending device provides four encoders.
An encoder 1 is fixedly configured to generate an original image, and an encoder 1 to an encoder 4 are configured to
generate an ROI image.
[0013] A receiving device 1 to a receiving device 5 respectively represent five parents. The receiving device 1 and the
receiving device 2 are currently watching an original video. The receiving device 3, the receiving device 4, and the
receiving device 5 are watching ROI videos that are focused on children of these three parents. When the receiving
device 1 sends a request to request the sending device to generate an ROI video that is focused on a child of this parent,
there is a shortage of an encoder resource, and therefore, the sending device cannot generate the ROI video according
to the request of the receiving device 1, and can only reject the ROI video request of the receiving device 1 and continue
to provide the original video for the receiving device 1.
[0014] Referring to FIG. 2, FIG. 2 is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to an embodiment
of the present invention. The method includes the following steps.
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[0015] Step 201: Obtain an ROI video request sent by a receiving device.
[0016] A sending device first obtains the ROI video request sent by the receiving device. The receiving device indicates
a target region by using the ROI video request, and the target region may be determined by the receiving device according
to a user’s operation.
[0017] Before receiving the ROI video request, the sending device may first establish a video transmission connection
to the receiving device, and send an original video to the video receiving device, so that the receiving device determines
the target region according to the original video, and then generates the ROI video request.
[0018] Step 202: Select a first proximity ROI video from proximity ROI videos, where the proximity ROI videos are
generated ROI videos that include at least a partial region in a target region indicated by the ROI video request.
[0019] Before selecting the first proximity ROI video from the proximity ROI videos, the sending device may further
determine whether a predetermined condition of selecting the first proximity video is met. The first proximity ROI video
is selected from the proximity ROI videos only when the predetermined condition is met.
[0020] In a possible implementation manner, after receiving the ROI video request, the sending device may determine
whether a predetermined condition of selecting the first proximity video is met. When the predetermined condition is
met, the first proximity ROI video is selected from the proximity ROI videos. For example, after receiving the ROI video
request, the sending device may determine whether there is a shortage of an encoder resource. If there is a shortage
of an encoder resource, the first proximity ROI video is selected from the generated ROI videos. The shortage of an
encoder resource includes the following cases: There is no available encoder resource; or although there are available
encoder resources, these resources are reserved (for example, reserved for a VIP user) and cannot be provided for this
ROI request. Certainly, this is not limited to these cases.
[0021] In another possible implementation manner, before receiving the ROI video request, the sending device may
predetermine whether a predetermined condition of selecting the first proximity video is met. If that the predetermined
condition is met is predetermined, the first proximity ROI video is selected from the proximity ROI videos if the ROI video
request is received. For example, the sending device may predetermine whether there is a shortage of an encoder
resource. If there is a shortage of an encoder resource, the sending device selects the first proximity ROI video from
the generated ROI videos if the sending device receives the ROI video request. The shortage of an encoder resource
includes the following cases: There is no available encoder resource; or although there are available encoder resources,
these resources are reserved (for example, reserved for a VIP user) and cannot be provided for this ROI request.
Certainly, this is not limited to these cases.
[0022] Specific content of the predetermined condition may be set according to a requirement, and may include:
whether there is a shortage of an encoder resource of the sending device, that the receiving device accepts a proximity
ROI video, or the like. That the receiving device accepts a proximity ROI video indicates that the receiving device is
capable of accepting a proximity ROI video, and is willing to accept a proximity ROI video.
[0023] For ease of description, in the following, an original region is used to indicate an image region of the original
video, a target region is used to indicate the target region indicated by the ROI video request, and a proximity region is
used to indicate an image region of a proximity ROI video. An overlapped region is used to indicate an overlapped region
between the proximity region and the target region. Both the proximity region and the target region are a part of the
original region. The overlapped region is not only a part of the target region, but also a part of the proximity region.
[0024] A ratio of an area of an overlapped region in a proximity ROI video to an area of the target region is an available
image ratio of the proximity ROI video. A ratio of the area of the overlapped region in the proximity ROI video to an area
of a proximity region of the proximity ROI video is an effective image ratio of the proximity ROI video. If the available
image ratio is excessively small, the proximity ROI video includes only little content that the user of the receiving device
is interested in, and therefore, the proximity ROI video may not be capable of meeting a requirement of the user of the
receiving device. If the effective image ratio is excessively small, image quality of content that the user is interested in
is relatively poor, and similarly, the requirement of the user of the receiving device may either not be met.
[0025] Therefore, the first proximity ROI video may be one of proximity ROI videos that meet a filter condition. A
proximity ROI video that meets the filter condition is referred to as a candidate ROI video. The filter condition refers to
a limited condition that a proximity ROI video needs to meet when meeting a requirement of the user of the receiving
device for an ROI video. When the first proximity ROI video is being determined, the first proximity ROI video may be
selected from the proximity ROI videos that meet the filter condition. The filter condition may be preset by the sending
device, or may be sent by the receiving device to the sending device. In actual application, the filter condition may be a
minimum available image ratio and/or a minimum effective image ratio, a location of an overlapped region in a proximity
region, or the like.
[0026] If only one proximity ROI video meets the filter condition, this candidate ROI video may be directly selected as
the first ROI video. If multiple proximity ROI videos meet the filter condition, the first ROI video may be selected from
candidate ROI videos in a predetermined selection manner. The candidate ROI videos are the proximity ROI videos
that meet the filter condition.
[0027] When the first ROI video is being selected from multiple candidate ROI videos, priorities of the candidate ROI
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videos may be first determined, and then a candidate ROI video with a highest priority is selected as the first proximity
ROI video.
[0028] Alternatively, selection information corresponding to each of the candidate ROI videos may be first generated.
Then, the selection information is sent to the receiving device, and the receiving device selects the first proximity ROI
video from the candidate ROI videos according to the selection information. A priority of a candidate ROI video may be
determined according to a value of an available image ratio or a value of an effective image ratio of the candidate ROI
video. Selection information corresponding to a candidate ROI video may include a unique identifier of the candidate
ROI video, and may further include an available image ratio and an effective image ratio that are corresponding to the
candidate ROI video, priority information of the candidate ROI video, and the like.
[0029] Step 203: Send the first proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0030] After the first proximity ROI video is determined, the sending device sends the first proximity ROI video to the
receiving device. After receiving the first proximity ROI video, the receiving device displays the first proximity ROI video.
[0031] The first proximity ROI video may include only a part of the target region, and probably cannot meet the
requirement of the user of the receiving device. Therefore, after receiving the first proximity ROI video, the receiving
device may instruct the sending device to send another proximity ROI video. After receiving the instruction, the sending
device selects a second proximity ROI video from the obtained candidate ROI videos, and then sends the second
proximity ROI video to the receiving device. The second proximity ROI video and the first proximity ROI video are different
ROI videos.
[0032] In addition, because neither the first proximity ROI video nor the second proximity ROI video is an ROI video
that is generated by the sending device according to the ROI video request sent by the current receiving device, in a
period in which the ROI video request of the receiving device exists, the sending device may no longer generate the
first proximity ROI video or the second proximity ROI video with a change of an ROI video request of another receiving
device. Consequently, there may be a case in which the first proximity ROI video or the second proximity ROI video is
invalid. When the first proximity ROI video or the second proximity ROI video becomes invalid in a sending process, the
sending device may select a third proximity ROI video from the obtained candidate ROI videos, and send the third
proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0033] In this embodiment, an ROI video request sent by a receiving device is obtained. A first proximity ROI video is
selected from proximity ROI videos, and the proximity ROI videos are generated ROI videos that include at least a partial
region in a target region indicated by the ROI video request. The first proximity ROI video is sent to the receiving device.
According to this embodiment, when receiving an ROI video request, a sending device may select a proximity ROI video
from generated ROI videos, and send the proximity ROI video to a receiving device. In this way, the ROI video request
can be met without consuming an encoder resource, so as to break through limitation caused by an encoder resource
amount to a quantity of ROI video requests that can be simultaneously met by the sending device.
[0034] Referring to FIG. 3A, FIG. 3A is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to an embodiment
of the present invention. The ROI video implementation method in the present invention is described in detail in the
following with reference to FIG. 3A.
[0035] Step 301: A sending device sends a proximity ROI video capability indication to a receiving device.
[0036] In a process of establishing a session between the sending device and the receiving device, the sending device
sends an ROI video capability indication to the receiving device in a manner in the prior art. The ROI video capability
indication is used to indicate that the sending device is capable of sending an ROI video. In addition, the sending device
further needs to send the proximity ROI video capability indication to the receiving device. The proximity ROI video
capability indication is used to indicate whether the sending device is capable of sending a proximity ROI video.
[0037] If the sending device sends only the ROI video capability indication to the receiving device, and does not send
the proximity ROI video capability indication to the receiving device, the receiving device may consider by default,
according to a convention, that the sending device is capable of sending a proximity ROI video, and step 301 is not
performed.
[0038] As shown in Table 1, the sending device may indicate, by using different values of a NearROI_flag identifier,
whether the sending device is capable of sending a proximity ROI video.
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[0039] The sending device may send the proximity ROI video capability indication to the receiving device in a negotiation
process of establishing an original video call. A specific manner may be as follows:

m=video 49154 RTP/AVPF 99
a=acfg:1 t=1
b=AS:315
b=RS:0
b=RR:2500
a=rtpmap:99 H264/90000
a=fmtp:99 packetization-mode=0; profile-level-id=42e00a; \
sprop-parameter-sets=J0LgCpWgsToB/UA=,KM4Gag==
a=rtcp-fb:* trr-int 5000
a=rtcp-fb:* nack
a=rtcp-fb:* nack pli
a=rtcp-fb:* ccm tmmbr
a=rtcp-fb:* ccm fir
a=ecn-capable-rtp: leap ect=0
a=extmap:4 urn: 3 gpp:video -orientation
a=ROI: NearROI_flag=Y
a=ROI: NearROI_flag=Y is used to indicate that the sending device is capable of sending a proximity ROI video.

[0040] Optionally, step 301 is not a mandatory step.
[0041] Step 302: The receiving device sends an ROI video request to the sending device.
[0042] After the original video call is established, the receiving device may send the ROI video request to the sending
device according to a requirement. After receiving an operation instruction of a user, the receiving device may determine,
according to the operation instruction, a region that is in an original region and that the user is interested in. The region
that the user is interested in is a target region. After the target region is determined, the receiving device generates the
ROI video request. In addition to indicating the target region according to the prior art, the ROI request may further carry
an accept indication about whether the receiving device is willing to accept a proximity ROI video.
[0043] As shown in Table 2, whether the receiving device accepts a proximity ROI video may be indicated by using
different values of a NearROI_flag identifier.

[0044] Not all forms of proximity ROI videos can meet the requirement of the user of the receiving device. Therefore,
the ROI video request may further carry a filter condition. The filter condition may be determined by the receiving device
according to the operation instruction of the user.
[0045] The ROI video request may be carried in an RTCP message in a media stream, or may be carried in a SIP
message in a signaling plane. When the ROI video request is carried in the RTCP message in the media stream, the

Table 1

Content Identifier Value range Remarks

Whether the sending device 
is capable of sending a 
proximity ROI video

NearROI_
flag

Y (indicates that the sending device is 
capable of sending a proximity ROI 
video); Set to Y if a proximity ROI 

video needs to be processed.N (indicates that the sending device is 
not capable of sending a proximity ROI 
video)

Table 2

Content Identifier Value range Remarks

Whether the receiving device 
supports a proximity ROI video

NearROI_
flag

Y (indicates that the receiving device 
is willing to accept a proximity ROI 
video); Set to Y if a proximity ROI 

video needs to be 
processed.N (indicates that the receiving device 

is not willing to accept a proximity ROI 
video)
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RTCP message may be extended with reference to RFC4585 and RFC5104, an extension type is "Payload-Specific
Feedback Messages", and a format of the ROI video request is shown in FIG. 3B. SSRC is an RTCP intrinsic parameter.
ROI Info is used to carry information for determining the target region. NearROI_flag is used to indicate whether the
receiving device is willing to accept a proximity ROI video. NearROI Perce is used to carry the filter condition.
[0046] When the ROI video request is carried in the SIP message in the signaling plane, the ROI video request may
be carried by using a header field or an extended body of related information such as INFO, UPDATE, or NOTIFY. For
example, when the ROI video request is carried by using an extended body in an INFO message, a manner is as follows:

INFO sip:8888000@160.28.1.8:5061; user=phone SIP/2.0
Content-Type: application/ROI
Type=ROI-Request
ROI_Info=XXXXXXXX
NearROI_flag=Y (NearROI_flag=Y indicates that the receiving device accepts a proximity ROI video)
NearROI_Percent_Min=60 (NearROI_Percent_Min=60 indicates that the filter condition is that an available image
ratio is at least 60%)

[0047] Step 303: After receiving the ROI video request, the sending device applies for and uses an encoder resource
to generate an ROI video.
[0048] After receiving the ROI video request, the sending device first applies for and uses the encoder resource, so
as to generate the ROI video according to the ROI video request. If there are enough encoder resources, and the sending
device can generate the ROI video according to the ROI video request, the ROI video is generated by using the encoder
resource according to the prior art. The generated ROI video is sent to the receiving device.
[0049] Step 304: When there is a shortage of an encoder resource, the sending device determines whether the
receiving device accepts a proximity ROI video.
[0050] If there is a shortage of an encoder resource, and the ROI video cannot be generated according to the ROI
video request, the sending device determines whether the receiving device accepts a proximity ROI video. For example,
the sending device may determine, by using a value of NearROI_flag in the ROI video request, whether the receiving
device accepts a proximity ROI video. If the value of NearROI flag is Y, it indicates that the receiving device is willing to
accept a proximity ROI video. If the value of NearROI_flag is N, it indicates that the receiving device is not willing to
accept a proximity ROI video. If the ROI video request sent by the receiving device does not include the accept indication,
it may be considered by default, according to a convention, that the receiving device accepts a proximity ROI video.
[0051] If the receiving device does not accept a proximity ROI video, the sending device sends a message to the
receiving device, to notify the receiving device that the sending device cannot provide an ROI video. If it is agreed in
advance that the receiving device accepts a proximity ROI video, step 305 may be directly performed without determining
whether the receiving device accepts a proximity ROI video.
[0052] Step 305: If the receiving device accepts a proximity ROI video, the sending device searches for candidate
ROI videos that meet a filter condition from generated ROI videos.
[0053] The sending device first determines the filter condition. The filter condition may be pre-saved by the sending
device, or may be sent by the receiving device to the sending device by using the ROI video request. After the filter
condition is determined, the sending device may select by means of filtering, as the candidate ROI videos, proximity
ROI videos that meet the filter condition from the generated ROI videos.
[0054] As shown in FIG. 3C to FIG. 3F, vertical stripe regions are target regions indicated by ROI video requests of
users, and horizontal stripe regions are proximity regions. In FIG. 3C, FIG. 3D, and FIG. 3E, there are overlapped regions
between the horizontal stripe regions and the vertical stripe regions. Therefore, generated ROI videos corresponding to
the horizontal stripe regions in FIG. 3C, FIG. 3D, and FIG. 3E may be used as proximity ROI videos. In FIG. 3F, the
horizontal stripe region and the vertical stripe region are not overlapped. Therefore, a generated ROI video corresponding
to the horizontal stripe region in FIG. 3F cannot be used as a proximity ROI video.
[0055] When the filter condition is that an available image ratio is greater than 50%, all the proximity ROI videos
corresponding to the proximity regions in FIG. 3C, FIG. 3D, and FIG. 3E may be used as candidate ROI videos. When
the filter condition is that an available image ratio is greater than 90%, the proximity ROI videos corresponding to the
proximity regions in FIG. 3C and FIG. 3D may be used as candidate ROI videos, but the proximity ROI video corresponding
to the proximity region in FIG. 3E cannot be used as a candidate ROI video.
[0056] Step 306: The sending device generates a first selection information group that includes selection information
of each candidate ROI video.
[0057] The first selection information group may include the selection information of each candidate ROI video. The
selection information of each candidate ROI video may include a unique ID of the candidate ROI video, may include a
priority of the candidate ROI video, and if necessary, may further include information such as real-time image information
captured from the candidate ROI video, an available image ratio and an effective image ratio of the candidate ROI video,
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and relative locations of an overlapped region and a proximity region. Selection information of a candidate ROI video
may be indicated in a form in Table 3.

[0058] In actual use, there may be no available encoder resource, and no candidate ROI video. Therefore, the first
selection information group may further include quantity information of the candidate ROI videos. The sending device
notifies, by using the quantity information of the candidate ROI videos, the receiving device whether there is a candidate
ROI video, so that the receiving device performs further processing, to prevent the receiving device from being in a wait
state for a long time after the ROI video request is sent.
[0059] As shown in Table 4, a value of ROI Result may be used to indicate a filtering result. A value of NearROI
Number is used to indicate a quantity of candidate ROI videos.

[0060] Step 307: The sending device sends the first selection information group to the receiving device.
[0061] After the first selection information group is generated, the sending device may send the first selection information
group to the receiving device.
[0062] When the sending device sends the first selection information group, the first selection information group may
be carried in an RTCP message in a media stream, or may be carried in a SIP message in a signaling plane.
[0063] When the first selection information group is carried in the RTCP message in the media stream, the RTCP
message may be extended with reference to RFC4585 and RFC5104, an extension type is "Payload-Specific Feedback
Messages", and a format corresponding to a current message NewNearROIGroup_Request is shown in FIG. 3G. SSRC
is an RTCP intrinsic parameter.
[0064] When the first selection information group is carried in the SIP message in the signaling plane, the ROI video
request may be carried by using a header field or an extended body of related information such as INFO, UPDATE, or
NOTIFY. A manner of carrying the first selection information group by using an extended body in a 200 (INFO) message
is used as an example for description in the following.

SIP/2.0 200 OK
Content-Type: application/ROI

Table 3

Content Identifier Value range Remarks

Unique identifier of 
the candidate ROI 
video

Near_
ROI_ID

Numbers 1 to 255
Unique in a session. 255 indicates that 
the candidate ROI video is an original 
video.

Priority of the 
candidate ROI 
video

Near ROI 
Priority

Numbers 1 to 255

Unique in a session; and a smaller 
number indicates a higher priority. 255 
indicates a lowest priority and 
corresponds to the original video.

Whether the

Near_
ROI_
Active_
Flag

Y indicates that the Only one candidate

candidate ROI 
video is an ROI 
video that is being 
currently sent

candidate ROI video is an ROI video 
stream that is being currently sent; N 
indicates that the candidate ROI video 
is not an ROI video that is being 
currently sent.

ROI video can have the field value Y 
at a same time point.

Table 4

Content Identifier Value range Remarks

Filtering result ROI_Result
0 indicates that there is no available encoder resource;

None1 indicates that there is no candidate ROI video;
2 indicates that there is a candidate ROI video.

Candidate ROI video NearROI Number Numbers 1 to 255 None
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Type=ROI-Response
ROI_Result=2
NearROI_Number=3
Near_ROI_ID=1; Near_ROI_Priority=10; Near_ROI_Active_Flag=Y
Near_ROI_ID=2; Near_ROI_Priority=15; Near_ROI_Active_Flag=N
Near_ROI_ID=255; Near_ROI_Priority=255; Near_ROI_Active_Flag=N

[0065] The sending device may further save the first selection information group, so as to use the first selection
information group again when there is a requirement.
[0066] Step 308: The receiving device selects a first proximity ROI video from the candidate ROI videos according to
the first selection information group.
[0067] After receiving the first selection information group, the receiving device saves the first selection information
group, and selects, from the candidate ROI videos, a candidate ROI video as the first proximity ROI video according to
the selection information in the first selection information group. For example, when the first selection information group
includes priority information of all the candidate ROI videos, the receiving device may select, according to the priority
information of all the candidate ROI videos that is included in the first selection information group, a candidate ROI video
with a highest priority as the first proximity ROI video. When the first selection information group includes available image
ratios of all the candidate ROI videos, a candidate ROI video with a highest available image ratio may be selected as
the first proximity ROI video according to the available image ratios of all the candidate ROI videos. Alternatively, when
the first selection information group includes effective image ratios of all the candidate ROI videos, a candidate ROI
video with a highest effective image ratio may be selected as the first proximity ROI video according to the effective
image ratios of all the candidate ROI videos.
[0068] Step 309: The receiving device sends a selection result to the sending device, where the selection result is
used to instruct the sending device to send the first proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0069] After selecting the first proximity ROI video, the receiving device sends the selection result to the sending
device. For example, after selecting a candidate ROI video as the first proximity ROI video, the receiving device may
send an ID of the candidate ROI video to the sending device, to instruct the sending device to send the candidate ROI
video corresponding to the ID.
[0070] The selection result may be carried in an RTCP message in a media stream, or may be carried in a SIP message
in a signaling plane.
[0071] When the selection result is carried in the RTCP message in the media stream, the RTCP message may be
extended with reference to RFC4585 and RFC5104, an extension type is "Payload-Specific Feedback Messages", and
a format corresponding to a current message NearROIExchange_Request is shown in FIG. 3H. Near_ROI_ID is an ID
of a candidate ROI video to which the receiving device is about to switch.
[0072] When the selection result is carried in the SIP message in the signaling plane, the ROI video request may be
carried by using a header field or an extended body of related information such as INFO, UPDATE, or NOTIFY. A manner
of carrying the selection result by using an extended body in an INFO message is used as an example for description.

INFO sip:8888000@160.28.1.8:5061; user=phone SIP/2.0
Content-Type: application/ROI
Type=NearROIExchange-Request
Near_ROI_ID=2 (the selection result is a candidate ROI video whose ID is 2)

[0073] Step 310: The sending device sends the first proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0074] After receiving the selection result sent by the receiving device, the sending device determines the first proximity
ROI video according to the selection result. For example, when the selection result includes an ID of a candidate ROI
video, the sending device may select, as the first proximity ROI video, the candidate ROI video corresponding to the ID.
[0075] Because the candidate ROI videos may constantly change, the candidate ROI video selected by the receiving
device as the first proximity ROI video may be invalid when the sending device receives the selection result. Consequently,
the sending device cannot send the first proximity ROI video to the receiving device. Therefore, after receiving the
selection result, the sending device first determines whether the first proximity ROI video selected by the receiving device
can be sent, and then notifies the receiving device of a determining result by using a selection response, to prevent the
receiving device from being in a wait state for indefinite duration if the sending device cannot send the first proximity
ROI video. If the first proximity ROI video can be sent, a selection response that includes affirmative information is sent,
to indicate that the first proximity ROI video can be sent. If the first proximity ROI video cannot be sent, a selection
response that includes negative information is sent, to indicate that the first proximity ROI video cannot be sent.
[0076] If the sending device can send the first proximity ROI video to the receiving device, the sending device sends
the first proximity ROI video to the receiving device after completing sending the selection response.
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[0077] According to this embodiment, when a sending device cannot generate an ROI video according to an ROI video
request, a receiving device may select, from generated ROI videos, an ROI video as a first proximity ROI video by means
of interaction between the sending device and the receiving device, and the sending device sends the first proximity
ROI video to the receiving device. In this way, the ROI video request can be met without consuming an encoder resource,
so as to break through limitation caused by an encoder resource amount to a quantity of ROI video requests that can
be simultaneously met by the sending device. Therefore, a problem that the ROI video request cannot be met because
of a shortage of an encoder resource can be avoided.
[0078] Referring to FIG. 3I, FIG. 3I is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to an embodiment
of the present invention.
[0079] Because there may be multiple candidate ROI videos, when there are multiple candidate ROI videos and the
first proximity ROI video cannot meet the requirement of the user of the receiving device, the receiving device may
further instruct the sending device to send a second proximity ROI video. As shown in FIG. 3I, in this embodiment, after
step 301 to step 310, the method may include the following steps.
[0080] Step 311: The receiving device sends a switchover instruction to the sending device, where the switchover
instruction is used to instruct the sending device to send a second proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0081] When the first selection information group is saved in the receiving device, the receiving device may select,
from the candidate ROI videos, a candidate ROI video as the second proximity ROI video according to the first selection
information group when there is a requirement, and send the switchover instruction to the sending device, to instruct
the sending device to send the second proximity ROI video to the receiving device. For example, when the user that
uses the receiving device is not satisfied with the first proximity ROI video, the receiving device may select, from the
candidate ROI videos, a candidate ROI video that is different from the first proximity ROI video, and send, to the sending
device, a selection result that includes an ID of the candidate ROI video.
[0082] A manner of sending the switchover instruction is similar to a manner of sending the selection result, and details
are not described herein.
[0083] Step 312: The sending device sends the second proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0084] After receiving the switchover instruction sent by the receiving device, the sending device determines the
second proximity ROI video according to the switchover instruction. For example, when the switchover instruction includes
an ID of a candidate ROI video, the sending device may select, as the second proximity ROI video, the candidate ROI
video corresponding to the ID.
[0085] After receiving the switchover instruction, the sending device first determines whether the second proximity
ROI video selected by the receiving device can be sent, and then notifies the receiving device of a determining result
by using a switchover response. If the second proximity ROI video can be sent, a switchover response that includes
affirmative information is sent, to indicate that the second proximity ROI video can be sent. If the second proximity ROI
video cannot be sent, a switchover response that includes negative information is sent, to indicate that the second
proximity ROI video cannot be sent, so as to prevent the receiving device from being in a wait state for indefinite duration
if the sending device cannot send the second proximity ROI video.
[0086] If the sending device can send the second proximity ROI video to the receiving device, after sending the
switchover response, the sending device may select, as the second proximity ROI video, the candidate ROI video
corresponding to the ID, and send the second proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0087] Referring to FIG. 3J, FIG. 3J is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to an embodiment
of the present invention.
[0088] The candidate ROI videos are generated ROI videos. Therefore, with a change of the generated ROI videos,
the candidate ROI videos may also change. To facilitate switching between proximity ROI videos for the current receiving
device, the sending device further needs to update the first selection information group according to the change of the
candidate ROI videos. As shown in FIG. 3J, in another embodiment, after step 301 to step 310, the method may further
include the following steps.
[0089] Step 313: After the candidate ROI videos change, the sending device updates the first selection information
group according to the change of the candidate ROI videos, to generate a second selection information group.
[0090] The candidate ROI videos are ROI videos generated by the sending device according to generated ROI video
requests. Therefore, with a change of another ROI video, the candidate ROI videos may also change. To facilitate
switching between proximity ROI videos for the current receiving device, the sending device further needs to update the
first selection information group according to the change of the candidate ROI videos, to obtain the second selection
information group.
[0091] The change of the candidate ROI videos mainly has two cases: One is that there is a newly added candidate
ROI video, and the other is that there is an invalid candidate ROI video. If there is a newly added candidate ROI video,
selection information of the newly added candidate ROI video is added to the first selection information group, to obtain
the second selection information group. If there is an invalid candidate ROI video, selection information of the invalid
candidate ROI video is deleted from the first selection information group, to obtain the second selection information
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group. For example, when an image region of a candidate ROI video changes, it may be determined that the candidate
ROI video is invalid, and selection information corresponding to the candidate ROI video is deleted from the first selection
information group, to obtain the second selection information group. When a target region corresponding to a generated
ROI video changes, and the ROI video meets a condition of being a candidate ROI video, selection information corre-
sponding to the ROI video may be inserted into the first selection information group, to obtain the second selection
information group.
[0092] Step 314: The sending device sends the second selection information group to the receiving device.
[0093] Similar to the first selection information group, the second selection information group may also be sent by
using a SIP message in a signaling plane or an RTCP message in a media stream. Details are not described herein.
[0094] Step 315: The receiving device sends a receiving response to the sending device after receiving the second
selection information group.
[0095] After receiving the second selection information group, the receiving device saves the second selection infor-
mation group, and deletes the saved first selection information group. After the second selection information group is
saved, the receiving response may be further sent to the sending device, to indicate that the second selection information
group is received. The receiving response may not carry an extra parameter. The receiving response may be carried in
an RTCP message in a media stream, or may be carried in a SIP message in a signaling plane.
[0096] When the receiving response is carried in the RTCP message in the media stream, the RTCP message may
be extended with reference to RFC4585 and RFC5104, an extension type is "Payload-Specific Feedback Messages",
and a format corresponding to a current message NewNearROIGroup_Response is shown in FIG. 3K. SSRC is an
RTCP intrinsic parameter.
[0097] When the receiving response is carried in the SIP message in the signaling plane, the ROI video request may
be carried by using a header field or an extended body of related information such as INFO, UPDATE, or NOTIFY. A
manner of carrying the receiving response by using an extended body in a 200 (INFO) message is used as an example
for description in the following.

SIP/2.0 200 OK
Content-Type: application/ROI
Type=NewNearROIGroup_Response

[0098] It should be noted that, an execution sequence between step 311 to step 312 and step 313 to step 315 is not
limited in the present invention. When step 311 to step 312 are first performed, the receiving device may determine the
second proximity ROI video according to the first selection information group. When step 313 to step 315 are first
performed, the receiving device may determine the second proximity ROI video according to the second selection
information group.
[0099] In the foregoing embodiment, when a sending device cannot generate an ROI video according to an ROI video
request, the sending device may select a proximity ROI video by interacting with a receiving device, and send the
proximity ROI video to the receiving device. In another embodiment of the present invention, a sending device may
automatically select a proximity ROI video from generated ROI videos, and send the proximity ROI video to a receiving
device. Specifically, the method may include the following steps.
[0100] Referring to FIG. 4A, FIG. 4A is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to another
embodiment of the present invention. The ROI video implementation method in the present invention is described in
detail in the following with reference to FIG. 4A.
[0101] Step 401: A sending device sends a proximity ROI video capability indication to a receiving device.
[0102] Step 402: The receiving device sends an ROI video request to the sending device.
[0103] Step 403: After receiving the ROI video request, the sending device applies for and uses an encoder resource
to generate an ROI video.
[0104] Step 404: When there is a shortage of an encoder resource, the sending device determines whether the
receiving device accepts a proximity ROI video.
[0105] Step 405: If the receiving device accepts a proximity ROI video, the sending device searches for candidate
ROI videos that meet a filter condition from proximity ROI videos.
[0106] Step 401 to step 405 are similar to step 301 to step 305 in the foregoing embodiment. For specific content,
refer to the foregoing embodiment, and details are not described herein.
[0107] Step 406: The sending device determines a priority of each of the candidate ROI videos.
[0108] When there are multiple candidate ROI videos, the sending device determines a priority of each candidate ROI
video according to a predetermined priority rule.
[0109] Generally, a higher available image ratio of a proximity ROI video can better meet a requirement of a user of
the receiving device for an ROI video. A higher effective image ratio of a proximity ROI video results in a clearer display
of an object in an overlapped region in a candidate ROI video. Therefore, the priorities of the candidate ROI videos may
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be determined according to the following principle: A candidate ROI video with a higher available image ratio has a
higher priority, and a candidate ROI video with a higher effective image ratio has a higher priority. In actual use, based
on this principle, a priority rule may be set according to requirements in different scenarios. For example, the priority
rule may be set as follows: A candidate ROI video with a higher available image ratio has a higher priority, and when
available image ratios are the same, a candidate ROI video with a higher effective image ratio has a higher priority.
[0110] As shown in FIG. 3C to FIG. 3E, in FIG. 3C and FIG. 3D, available image ratios of proximity ROI videos are
100%. However, in FIG. 3E, an available image ratio of a proximity ROI video does not reach 100%. Therefore, a priority
of a proximity ROI video corresponding to a horizontal stripe region in FIG. 3C and a priority of a proximity ROI video
corresponding to a horizontal stripe region in FIG. 3D are higher than a priority of the proximity ROI video corresponding
to a horizontal stripe region in FIG. 3E. Further, even if overlapped regions in FIG. 3C and FIG. 3D cover 100% of target
regions, the horizontal stripe region in FIG. 3C is relatively small, that is, an effective image ratio of the proximity ROI
video in FIG. 3C is higher than an effective image ratio of the proximity ROI video in FIG. 3D. Therefore, the priority of
the proximity ROI video corresponding to the horizontal stripe region in FIG. 3C is higher than the priority of the proximity
ROI video corresponding to the horizontal stripe region in FIG. 3D.
[0111] Step 407: The sending device selects a candidate ROI video with a highest priority as a first proximity ROI video.
[0112] After priority information of all the candidate ROI videos is determined, the sending device may select, according
to the priority information of all the candidate ROI videos, the candidate ROI video with a highest priority as the first
proximity ROI video.
[0113] Step 408: The sending device sends the first proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0114] After the first proximity ROI video is determined, the sending device sends the first proximity ROI video to the
receiving device. Before sending the first proximity ROI video, the sending device may also send a request response to
the receiving device.
[0115] According to this embodiment, when a sending device cannot generate an ROI video according to an ROI video
request, the sending device may automatically select a proximity ROI video from generated ROI videos, and send the
proximity ROI video to a receiving device. In this way, the ROI video request can be met without consuming an encoder
resource, so as to break through limitation caused by an encoder resource amount to a quantity of ROI video requests
that can be simultaneously met by the sending device. Therefore, a problem that the ROI video request cannot be met
because of a shortage of an encoder resource can be avoided.
[0116] Referring to FIG. 4B, FIG. 4B is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to another
embodiment of the present invention.
[0117] Because the first proximity ROI video is automatically selected by the sending device, the requirement of the
user of the receiving device may not be met. When the first proximity ROI video cannot meet the requirement of the user
of the receiving device, the receiving device may further instruct the sending device to send another candidate ROI
video. Therefore, after step 401 to step 408, the method may further include the following steps.
[0118] Step 409: The receiving device sends a switchover request to the sending device, where the switchover request
is used to request the sending device to send a candidate ROI video that is different from the first proximity ROI video
to the receiving device.
[0119] When the first proximity ROI video cannot meet the requirement of the user of the receiving device, the receiving
device sends the switchover request to the sending device. The switchover request is used to request the sending device
to send a candidate ROI video that is different from the first proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0120] Step 410: The sending device selects, from candidate ROI videos that are different from the first proximity ROI
video, a candidate ROI video with a highest priority as a second proximity ROI video.
[0121] After receiving the switchover request, the sending device selects, from the candidate ROI videos according
to the priority information of all the candidate ROI videos, the second proximity ROI video that is different from the first
proximity ROI video. The second proximity ROI video may be a candidate ROI video with a highest priority in the candidate
ROI videos except the first proximity ROI video.
[0122] Step 411: The sending device sends the second proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0123] After selecting the second proximity ROI video, the sending device sends the second proximity ROI video to
the receiving device. Similarly, the sending device may first send a switchover response, and then send the second
proximity ROI video.
[0124] Referring to FIG. 4C, FIG. 4C is a flowchart of an ROI video implementation method according to another
embodiment of the present invention.
[0125] The candidate ROI videos are generated ROI videos. Therefore, with a change of the generated ROI videos,
the candidate ROI videos may also change, for example, may become invalid. When the first proximity ROI video
becomes invalid in a process of sending the first proximity ROI video to the receiving device, the sending device further
needs to select a candidate ROI video from other candidate ROI videos that are still valid, and send the candidate ROI
video to the receiving device. As shown in FIG. 4C, after step 401 to step 408, the method may further include the
following steps.
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[0126] Step 412: The sending device selects a third proximity ROI video from the candidate ROI videos if the first
proximity ROI video becomes invalid in a process of sending the first proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0127] When the first proximity ROI video is invalid, if still due to a shortage of an encoder resource, or the like, the
sending device still cannot generate an ROI video according to the ROI video request sent by the receiving device, the
sending device further needs to select, from the candidate ROI videos that are still valid, a candidate ROI video with a
highest priority as the third proximity ROI video according to the priority information of all the candidate ROI videos.
[0128] Step 413: The sending device sends the third proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0129] After the third proximity ROI video is determined, the sending device sends the third proximity ROI video to the
receiving device.
[0130] In actual use, there may be no other candidate ROI videos after the first proximity ROI video becomes invalid.
Therefore, before sending the third proximity ROI video, the sending device may notify, by using a switchover response,
the receiving device of information such as switchover to the third proximity ROI video or no available proximity ROI
video. The switchover response may be carried in an RTCP message in a media stream, or may be carried in a SIP
message in a signaling plane. For a specific implementation manner, refer to the foregoing content, and details are not
described herein.
[0131] According to this embodiment, when a sending device cannot generate an ROI video according to an ROI video
request, the sending device may automatically select a proximity ROI video from generated ROI videos, and send the
proximity ROI video to a receiving device. In this way, the ROI video request can be met without consuming an encoder
resource, so as to break through limitation caused by an encoder resource amount to a quantity of ROI video requests
that can be simultaneously met by the sending device. Therefore, a problem that the ROI video request cannot be met
because of a shortage of an encoder resource can be avoided.
[0132] Corresponding to the ROI video request processing method in the present invention, the present invention
further provides an ROI video request processing apparatus.
[0133] Referring to FIG. 5, FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an ROI video request processing apparatus according to
an embodiment of the present invention. The ROI video request processing apparatus may be a sending device, or be
disposed on a sending device.
[0134] The apparatus includes an obtaining unit 501, a selection unit 502, and a sending unit 503.
[0135] The obtaining unit 501 is configured to obtain an ROI video request sent by a receiving device.
[0136] The selection unit 502 is configured to select a first proximity ROI video from proximity ROI videos, where the
proximity ROI videos are generated ROI videos that include at least a partial region in a target region indicated by the
ROI video request.
[0137] The sending unit 503 is configured to send the first proximity ROI video selected by the selection unit to the
receiving device.
[0138] In a possible implementation manner, the selection unit 502 may select the first proximity ROI video from the
proximity ROI videos when there is a shortage of an encoder resource and/or when it is determined that the receiving
device accepts a proximity ROI video.
[0139] In another possible implementation manner, the selection unit 502 may be configured to select the first proximity
ROI video from the proximity ROI videos when it is determined that the receiving device accepts a proximity ROI video.
[0140] In another possible implementation manner, the selection unit 502 may be configured to select the first proximity
ROI video from candidate ROI videos, where the candidate ROI videos are proximity ROI videos that meet a filter condition.
[0141] In another possible implementation manner, the selection unit 502 may include: a priority determining subunit,
configured to determine a priority of each of the candidate ROI videos; and a first selection subunit, configured to select
a candidate ROI video with a highest priority as the first proximity ROI video.
[0142] Optionally, the priority determining subunit may be configured to: determine the priority of each of the candidate
ROI videos according to an effective image ratio, where the effective image ratio is a ratio of an area of an overlapped
region to an area of a proximity region, the proximity region is an image region of the candidate ROI video, and the
overlapped region is an overlapped part between the target region indicated by the ROI video request and the image
region of the candidate ROI video; or determine the priority of each of the candidate ROI videos according to an available
image ratio, where the available image ratio is a ratio of the area of the overlapped region to an area of the target region.
[0143] Optionally, the selection unit 502 may include: a selection information generation subunit, configured to generate
selection information corresponding to each of the candidate ROI videos; a selection information sending subunit, con-
figured to send the selection information to the receiving device; and a second selection subunit, configured to select,
as the first proximity ROI video, a candidate ROI video selected by the receiving device according to the selection
information. Optionally, the selection information generation subunit may be configured to generate the selection infor-
mation corresponding to each of the candidate ROI videos, where each piece of the selection information includes an
effective image ratio of a candidate ROI video corresponding to the selection information.
[0144] In another embodiment, the selection unit 502 may be further configured to select a second proximity ROI video
from the obtained candidate ROI videos after a proximity ROI video change request sent by the receiving device is
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obtained. The sending unit 503 is further configured to send the second proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0145] In another embodiment, the selection unit 502 may be further configured to select a third proximity ROI video
from the obtained candidate ROI videos when the first proximity ROI video becomes invalid in a process of sending the
first proximity ROI video to the receiving device. The sending unit 503 is further configured to send the third proximity
ROI video to the receiving device.
[0146] Specific manners for executing operations by all modules of the apparatus in the foregoing embodiment are
described in detail in the related method embodiment, and details are not described herein. For related parts, refer to
partial descriptions in the method embodiment.
[0147] It can be learned from the foregoing embodiment that, when a sending device cannot generate an ROI video
according to an ROI video request, the sending device may select a proximity ROI video from generated ROI videos
and send the proximity ROI video to a receiving device, to prevent the sending device from rejecting the ROI video
request of the receiving device because of a shortage of an encoder resource, thereby avoiding an ROI video request
failure.
[0148] Referring to FIG. 6, FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an ROI video request processing apparatus according to
another embodiment of the present invention. The ROI video request processing apparatus may be a sending apparatus,
or be disposed on a sending apparatus.
[0149] As shown in FIG. 6, the ROI video request processing apparatus may include modules such as a processor
601, a memory 602, and a transceiver 603. All the modules are mutually connected.
[0150] The memory 602 is configured to store a program. Specifically, the program may include program code, and
the program code includes a computer operation instruction. The memory 602 may include a random access memory
(random access memory, RAM for short) memory , or may include a non-volatile memory 602 (non-volatile memory),
for example, at least one disk memory 602.
[0151] The transceiver 603 is configured to obtain an ROI video request sent by a receiving device.
[0152] The processor 601 is configured to select a first proximity ROI video from proximity ROI videos, where the
proximity ROI videos are generated ROI videos that include at least a partial region in a target region indicated by the
ROI video request.
[0153] Specifically, the processor 601 may select the first proximity ROI video from the proximity ROI videos when
there is a shortage of an encoder resource and/or when it is determined that the receiving device accepts a proximity
ROI video.
[0154] When selecting the first proximity ROI video, the processor 601 may select the first proximity ROI video from
candidate ROI videos, where the candidate ROI videos are proximity ROI videos that meet a filter condition. Specifically,
the processor 601 may determine a priority of each of the candidate ROI videos, and select a candidate ROI video with
a highest priority as the first proximity ROI video. Alternatively, the processor 601 may generate selection information
corresponding to each of the candidate ROI videos, send the selection information to the receiving device, and select,
as the first proximity ROI video, a candidate ROI video selected by the receiving device according to the selection
information.
[0155] When determining the priority of each of the candidate ROI videos, the processor 601 may determine the priority
of each of the candidate ROI videos according to an effective image ratio, where the effective image ratio is a ratio of
an area of an overlapped region to an area of a proximity region, the proximity region is an image region of the candidate
ROI video, and the overlapped region is an overlapped part between the target region indicated by the ROI video request
and the image region of the candidate ROI video. Alternatively, the processor 601 may determine the priority of each of
the candidate ROI videos according to an available image ratio, where the available image ratio is a ratio of the area of
the overlapped region to an area of the target region.
[0156] When generating the selection information corresponding to each of the candidate ROI videos, the processor
601 may generate the selection information corresponding to each of the candidate ROI videos, where each piece of
the selection information includes an effective image ratio of a candidate ROI video corresponding to the selection
information.
[0157] The transceiver 603 is further configured to send the first proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0158] In another embodiment, the processor 601 is further configured to select a second proximity ROI video from
the obtained candidate ROI videos after the transceiver 603 obtains a proximity ROI video change request sent by the
receiving device. The transceiver 603 is further configured to send the second proximity ROI video to the receiving device.
[0159] In another embodiment, the processor 601 is further configured to select a third proximity ROI video from the
obtained candidate ROI videos when the first proximity ROI video becomes invalid in a process of sending the first
proximity ROI video to the receiving device. The transceiver 603 is further configured to send the third proximity ROI
video to the receiving device.
[0160] Specific manners for executing operations by all modules of the apparatus in the foregoing embodiment are
described in detail in the related method embodiment, and details are not described herein. For related parts, refer to
partial descriptions in the method embodiment.
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[0161] It can be learned from the foregoing embodiment that, when a sending device cannot generate an ROI video
according to an ROI video request, the sending device may select a proximity ROI video from generated ROI videos
and send the proximity ROI video to a receiving device, to prevent the sending device from rejecting the ROI video
request of the receiving device because of a shortage of an encoder resource, thereby avoiding an ROI video request
failure.
[0162] A person skilled in the art may clearly understand that, the technologies in the embodiments of the present
invention may be implemented by software in addition to a necessary general hardware platform. Based on such an
understanding, the technical solutions of the present invention essentially or the part contributing to the prior art may be
implemented in a form of a software product. The software product is saved in a storage medium, such as a ROM/RAM,
a hard disk, or an optical disc, and includes several instructions for instructing a computer device (which may be a
personal computer, a server, or a network device) to perform the methods described in the embodiments or some parts
of the embodiments of the present invention.
[0163] For same or similar parts in the embodiments, an apparatus embodiment is basically similar to a method
embodiment, and therefore is described briefly; for related parts, reference may be made to partial descriptions in the
method embodiment.

Claims

1. A region of interest, ROI, video request processing method, wherein the method comprises:

obtaining (201) an ROI video request sent by a receiving device;
selecting (202) a first proximity ROI video from proximity ROI videos, wherein the proximity ROI videos are
generated ROI videos that comprise at least a partial region in a target region indicated by the ROI video request
and the generated ROI videos are ROI videos generated by the sending device according to other ROI video
requests; and
sending (203) the first proximity ROI video to the receiving device,
wherein the selecting (202) a first proximity ROI video from proximity ROI videos comprises:
selecting the first proximity ROI video from candidate ROI videos, wherein the candidate ROI videos are proximity
ROI videos of the generated ROI videos that meet a filter condition, wherein the filter condition is a minimum
available image ratio and/or a minimum effective image ratio and/or a location of an overlapped region in a
proximity region and wherein the selecting the first proximity ROI video from candidate ROI videos comprises:

determining a priority of each of the candidate ROI videos; and
selecting a candidate ROI video with a highest priority as the first proximity ROI video, wherein the deter-
mining a priority of each of the candidate ROI videos comprises:
determining the priority of each of the candidate ROI videos according to an effective image ratio and an
available image ratio, wherein the effective image ratio is a ratio of an area of an overlapped region to an
area of a proximity region, the proximity region is an image region of the candidate ROI video, and the
overlapped region is an overlapped part between the target region indicated by the ROI video request and
the proximity region and the available image ratio is a ratio of the area of the overlapped region to an area
of the target region, wherein, among the two candidate ROI videos, a candidate ROI video with a higher
available image ratio has a higher priority, and if available image ratios of two candidate ROI videos are
the same, a candidate ROI video of the two candidate ROI videos with a higher effective image ratio has
a higher priority.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the selecting (202) a first proximity ROI video from proximity ROI videos
comprises:

determining if there is a shortage of an encoder resource;
selecting the first proximity ROI video from the proximity ROI videos when there is a shortage of the encoder
resource.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the selecting (202) a first proximity ROI video from proximity ROI
videos comprises:

determining whether the receiving device accepts a proximity ROI video;
selecting the first proximity ROI video from the proximity ROI videos if it is determined that the receiving device
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accepts the proximity ROI video.

4. A region of interest, ROI, video request processing apparatus, wherein the apparatus comprises:

an obtaining unit (501), configured to obtain an ROI video request sent by a receiving device;
a selection unit (502), configured to select a first proximity ROI video from proximity ROI videos, wherein the
proximity ROI videos are generated ROI videos that comprise at least a partial region in a target region indicated
by the ROI video request obtained by the obtaining unit (501) and the generated ROI videos are ROI videos
generated by the apparatus according to other ROI video requests; and
a sending unit (503), configured to send the first proximity ROI video selected by the selection unit (502) to the
receiving device,
wherein the selection unit (502) is specifically configured to select the first proximity ROI video from candidate
ROI videos, wherein the candidate ROI videos are proximity ROI videos of the generated ROI videos that meet
a filter condition, wherein the filter condition is a minimum available image ratio and/or a minimum effective
image ratio and/or a location of an overlapped region in a proximity region and
wherein the selection unit (502) comprises:

a priority determining subunit, configured to determine a priority of each of the candidate ROI videos; and
a first selection subunit, configured to select a candidate ROI video with a highest priority as the first proximity
ROI video;

wherein the determining the priority of each of the candidate ROI videos comprises:
determining the priority of each of the candidate ROI videos according to an effective image ratio and an available
image ratio, wherein the effective image ratio is a ratio of an area of an overlapped region to an area of a
proximity region, the proximity region is an image region of the candidate ROI video, and the overlapped region
is an overlapped part between the target region indicated by the ROI video request and the proximity region
and the available image ratio is a ratio of the area of the overlapped region to an area of the target region,
wherein, among the two candidate ROI videos, a candidate ROI video with a higher available image ratio has
a higher priority, and if available image ratios of two candidate ROI videos are the same, a candidate ROI video
of the two candidate ROI videos with a higher effective image ratio has a higher priority.

5. The apparatus according to claim 4, wherein:
the selection unit (502) is specifically configured to determine if there is a shortage of an encoder resource and to
select the first proximity ROI video from the proximity ROI videos if there is a shortage of an encoder resource.

6. The apparatus according to claim 4 or 5, wherein:
the selection unit (502) is specifically configured to determine whether the receiving device accepts a proximity ROI
video and to select the first proximity ROI video from the proximity ROI videos when determining that the receiving
device accepts a proximity ROI video.

7. The apparatus according to any one of claims 4 to 6, wherein:

the selection unit (502) is further configured to select a second proximity ROI video from the candidate ROI
videos after a proximity ROI video change request sent by the receiving device is obtained; and
the sending unit (503) is further configured to send the second proximity ROI video to the receiving device.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Verarbeitung von Videoanforderungen einer relevanten Region, ROI, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Erhalten (201) einer ROI-Videoanforderung, die durch eine Empfangsvorrichtung gesendet wurde;
Auswählen (202) eines ersten Näherungs-ROI-Videos aus Näherungs-ROI-Videos, wobei die Näherungs-ROI-
Videos erzeugte ROI-Videos sind, die mindestens eine Teilregion in einer durch die ROI-Videoanforderung
angegebenen Zielregion umfassen, und die erzeugten ROI-Videos ROI-Videos sind, die durch die Sendevor-
richtung gemäß anderen ROI-Videoanforderungen erzeugt werden; und
Senden (203) des ersten Näherungs-ROI-Videos an die Empfangsvorrichtung,
wobei das Auswählen (202) eines ersten Näherungs-ROI-Videos aus Näherungs-ROI-Videos umfasst:
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Auswählen des ersten Näherungs-ROI-Videos aus Kandidaten-ROI-Videos, wobei die Kandidaten-ROI-Videos
Näherungs-ROI-Videos der erzeugten ROI-Videos sind, die eine Filterbedingung erfüllen, wobei die Filterbe-
dingung ein minimales verfügbares Bildformat und/oder ein minimales effektives Bildformat und/oder einen Ort
einer überlappten Region in einer Näherungsregion ist und wobei das Auswählen des ersten Näherungs-ROI-
Videos aus Kandidaten-ROI-Videos umfasst:

Bestimmen einer Priorität für jedes der Kandidaten-ROI-Videos; und
Auswählen eines Kandidaten-ROI-Videos mit einer höchsten Priorität als erstes Näherungs-ROI-Video,

wobei das Bestimmen einer Priorität für jedes der Kandidaten-ROI-Videos umfasst:

Bestimmen der Priorität jedes der Kandidaten-ROI-Videos gemäß einem effektiven Bildformat und einem
verfügbaren Bildformat,
wobei das effektive Bildformat ein Verhältnis einer Fläche einer überlappten Region zu einer Fläche einer
Näherungsregion ist, die Näherungsregion eine Bildregion des Kandidaten-ROI-Videos ist, und die über-
lappte Region ein überlappter Teil zwischen der Zielregion, die durch die ROI-Videoanforderung angegeben
wird, und der Näherungsregion ist, und das verfügbare Bildformat ein Verhältnis der Fläche der überlappten
Region zu einer Fläche der Zielregion ist, wobei unter den beiden Kandidaten-ROI-Videos ein Kandidaten-
ROI-Video mit einem höheren verfügbaren Bildformat eine höhere Priorität hat, und wenn die verfügbaren
Bildformate der beiden Kandidaten-ROI-Videos gleich sind, ein Kandidaten-ROI-Video der beiden Kandi-
daten-ROI-Videos mit einem höheren effektiven Bildformat eine höhere Priorität hat.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Auswählen (202) eines ersten Näherungs-ROI-Videos aus Näherungs-ROI-
Videos umfasst:

Bestimmen, ob ein Mangel an einer Kodiererressource besteht;
Auswählen des ersten Näherungs-ROI-Videos aus den Näherungs-ROI-Videos, wenn ein Mangel an der Ko-
diererressource besteht.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das Auswählen (202) eines ersten Näherungs-ROI-Videos aus Näherungs-
ROI-Videos umfasst:

Bestimmen, ob die Empfangsvorrichtung ein Näherungs-ROI-Video akzeptiert;
Auswählen des ersten Näherungs-ROI-Videos aus den Näherungs-ROI-Videos, wenn bestimmt wird, dass die
Empfangsvorrichtung das Näherungs-ROI-Video akzeptiert.

4. Vorrichtung zum Verarbeiten von Videoanforderungen einer relevanten Region, ROI, wobei die Vorrichtung umfasst:

eine Erhaltungseinheit (501), die dazu ausgelegt ist, eine durch eine Empfangsvorrichtung gesendete ROI-
Videoanforderung zu erhalten;
eine Auswahleinheit (502), die dazu ausgelegt ist, ein erstes Näherungs-ROI-Video aus Näherungs-ROI-Videos
auszuwählen, wobei die Näherungs-ROI-Videos erzeugte ROI-Videos sind, die mindestens eine Teilregion in
einer Zielregion umfassen, die durch die ROI-Videoanforderung angezeigt wird, die durch die Erhaltungseinheit
(501) erhalten wird, und die erzeugten ROI-Videos ROI-Videos sind, die durch die Vorrichtung gemäß anderen
ROI-Videoanforderungen erzeugt werden; und
eine Sendeeinheit (503), die dazu ausgelegt ist, das erste durch die Auswahleinheit (502) ausgewählte Nähe-
rungs-ROI-Video an die Empfangsvorrichtung zu senden,
wobei die Auswahleinheit (502) speziell dazu ausgelegt ist, das erste Näherungs-ROI-Video aus Kandidaten-
ROI-Videos auszuwählen, wobei die Kandidaten-ROI-Videos Näherungs-ROI-Videos der erzeugten ROI-Vide-
os sind, die eine Filterbedingung erfüllen,
wobei die Filterbedingung ein minimales verfügbares Bildformat und/oder ein minimales effektives Bildformat
und/oder einen Ort einer überlappten Region in einer Näherungsregion ist und
wobei die Auswahleinheit (502) umfasst:

eine prioritätsbestimmende Untereinheit, die dazu ausgelegt ist, eine Priorität für jedes der Kandidaten-
ROI-Videos zu bestimmen; und
eine erste Auswahluntereinheit, die dazu ausgelegt ist, ein Kandidaten-ROI-Video mit höchster Priorität als
erstes Näherungs-ROI-Video auszuwählen;
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wobei das Bestimmen der Priorität jedes der Kandidaten-ROI-Videos umfasst:

Bestimmen der Priorität jedes der Kandidaten-ROI-Videos gemäß einem effektiven Bildformat und einem
verfügbaren Bildformat,
wobei das effektive Bildformat ein Verhältnis einer Fläche einer überlappten Region zu einer Fläche einer
Näherungsregion ist, die Näherungsregion eine Bildregion des Kandidaten-ROI-Videos ist, und die über-
lappte Region ein überlappter Teil zwischen der Zielregion, die durch die ROI-Videoanforderung angegeben
wird, und der Näherungsregion ist, und das verfügbare Bildformat ein Verhältnis der Fläche der überlappten
Region zu einer Fläche der Zielregion ist, wobei unter den beiden Kandidaten-ROI-Videos ein Kandidaten-
ROI-Video mit einem höheren verfügbaren Bildformat eine höhere Priorität hat, und wenn die verfügbaren
Bildformate der beiden Kandidaten-ROI-Videos gleich sind, ein Kandidaten-ROI-Video der beiden Kandi-
daten-ROI-Videos mit einem höheren effektiven Bildformat eine höhere Priorität hat.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, wobei:
die Auswahleinheit (502) speziell dazu ausgelegt ist, zu bestimmen, ob ein Mangel an einer Kodiererressource
besteht, und das erste Näherungs-ROI-Video aus den Näherungs-ROI-Videos auszuwählen, wenn ein Mangel an
einer Kodiererressource besteht.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4 oder 5, wobei:
die Auswahleinheit (502) speziell dazu ausgelegt ist, zu bestimmen, ob die Empfangsvorrichtung ein Näherungs-
ROI-Video akzeptiert, und um das erste Näherungs-ROI-Video aus den Näherungs-ROI-Video auszuwählen, wenn
bestimmt wird, dass die Empfangsvorrichtung ein Näherungs-ROI-Video akzeptiert.

7. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 4 bis 6, wobei:

die Auswahleinheit (502) ferner dazu ausgelegt ist, ein zweites Näherungs-ROI-Video aus den Kandidaten-
ROI-Videos auszuwählen, nachdem eine durch die Empfangsvorrichtung gesendete Änderungsanforderung
für ein Näherungs-ROI-Video erhalten wurde; und
die Sendeeinheit (503) ferner dazu ausgelegt ist, das zweite Näherungs-ROI-Video an die Empfangsvorrichtung
zu senden.

Revendications

1. Procédé de traitement de demande de vidéo de région d’intérêt (ROI), le procédé comprenant les étapes consistant
à :

obtenir (201) une demande de vidéo de ROI envoyée par un dispositif de réception ;
sélectionner (202) une première vidéo de ROI de proximité parmi des vidéos de ROI de proximité, les vidéos
de ROI de proximité étant des vidéos de ROI générées qui comprennent au moins une région partielle dans
une région cible indiquée par la demande de vidéo de ROI et les vidéos de ROI générées étant des vidéos de
ROI générées par le dispositif d’envoi selon d’autres demandes de vidéo de ROI ; et
envoyer (203) la première vidéo de ROI de proximité au dispositif de réception,
la sélection (202) d’une première vidéo de ROI de proximité parmi des vidéos de ROI de proximité comprenant
l’étape consistant à :

sélectionner la première vidéo de ROI de proximité parmi des vidéos de ROI candidates, les vidéos de ROI
candidates étant des vidéos de ROI de proximité des vidéos de ROI générées qui satisfont à une condition
de filtrage, la condition de filtrage étant un rapport d’image disponible minimum et/ou un rapport d’image
effectif minimum et/ou un emplacement d’une région chevauchée dans une région de proximité, et
la sélection de la première vidéo de ROI de proximité parmi des vidéos de ROI candidates comprenant les
étapes consistant à :

déterminer une priorité de chacune des vidéos de ROI candidates ; et
sélectionner une vidéo de ROI candidate avec une priorité maximale en tant que première vidéo de
ROI de proximité, la détermination d’une priorité de chacune des vidéos de ROI candidates comprenant
l’étape consistant à :
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déterminer la priorité de chacune des vidéos de ROI candidates selon un rapport d’image effectif
et un rapport d’image disponible,
le rapport d’image effectif étant un rapport entre une surface d’une région chevauchée et une
surface d’une région de proximité, la région de proximité étant une région d’image de la vidéo de
ROI candidate et la région chevauchée étant une partie chevauchée entre la région cible indiquée
par la demande de vidéo de ROI et la région de proximité, et le rapport d’image disponible étant
un rapport entre la surface de la région chevauchée et une surface de la région cible, une vidéo
de ROI candidate qui, parmi les deux vidéos de ROI candidates, a une priorité supérieure étant
celle qui a un rapport d’image disponible supérieur, et une vidéo de ROI candidate qui, parmi les
deux vidéos de ROI candidates, a une priorité supérieure étant celle qui a un rapport d’image
effectif supérieur si des rapports d’image disponibles de deux vidéos de ROI candidates sont les
mêmes.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la sélection (202) d’une première vidéo de ROI de proximité parmi
des vidéos de ROI de proximité comprend les étapes consistant à :

déterminer s’il y a un manque concernant une ressource de codeur ;
sélectionner la première vidéo de ROI de proximité parmi les vidéos de ROI de proximité quand il y a un manque
concernant la ressource de codeur.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel la sélection (202) d’une première vidéo de ROI de proximité
parmi des vidéos de ROI de proximité comprend les étapes consistant à :

déterminer si le dispositif de réception accepte une vidéo de ROI de proximité ;
sélectionner la première vidéo de ROI de proximité parmi les vidéos de ROI de proximité s’il est déterminé que
le dispositif de réception accepte la vidéo de ROI de proximité.

4. Appareil de traitement de demande de vidéo de région d’intérêt (ROI), l’appareil comprenant :

une unité d’obtention (501), configurée pour obtenir une demande de vidéo de ROI envoyée par un dispositif
de réception ;
une unité de sélection (502), configurée pour sélectionner une première vidéo de ROI de proximité parmi des
vidéos de ROI de proximité, les vidéos de ROI de proximité étant des vidéos de ROI générées qui comprennent
au moins une région partielle dans une région cible indiquée par la demande de vidéo de ROI obtenue par
l’unité d’obtention (501) et les vidéos de ROI générées étant des vidéos de ROI générées par l’appareil selon
d’autres demandes de vidéo de ROI ; et
une unité d’envoi (503), configurée pour envoyer la première vidéo de ROI de proximité sélectionnée par l’unité
de sélection (502) au dispositif de réception,
l’unité de sélection (502) étant spécifiquement configurée pour sélectionner la première vidéo de ROI de proxi-
mité parmi des vidéos de ROI candidates, les vidéos de ROI candidates étant des vidéos de ROI de proximité
des vidéos de ROI générées qui satisfont à une condition de filtrage, la condition de filtrage étant un rapport
d’image disponible minimum et/ou un rapport d’image effectif minimum et/ou un emplacement d’une région
chevauchée dans une région de proximité, et
l’unité de sélection (502) comprenant :

une sous-unité de détermination de priorité, configurée pour déterminer une priorité de chacune des vidéos
de ROI candidates ; et
une première sous-unité de sélection, configurée pour sélectionner une vidéo de ROI candidate avec une
priorité maximale en tant que première vidéo de ROI de proximité ;

la détermination de la priorité de chacune des vidéos de ROI candidates comprenant l’étape consistant à :
déterminer la priorité de chacune des vidéos de ROI candidates selon un rapport d’image effectif et un rapport
d’image disponible, le rapport d’image effectif étant un rapport entre une surface d’une région chevauchée et
une surface d’une région de proximité, la région de proximité étant une région d’image de la vidéo de ROI
candidate et la région chevauchée étant une partie chevauchée entre la région cible indiquée par la demande
de vidéo de ROI et la région de proximité, et le rapport d’image disponible étant un rapport entre la surface de
la région chevauchée et une surface de la région cible, une vidéo de ROI candidate qui, parmi les deux vidéos
de ROI candidates, a une priorité supérieure étant celle qui a un rapport d’image disponible supérieur, et une
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vidéo de ROI candidate qui, parmi les deux vidéos de ROI candidates, a une priorité supérieure étant celle qui
a un rapport d’image effectif supérieur si des rapports d’image disponibles de deux vidéos de ROI candidates
sont les mêmes.

5. Appareil selon la revendication 4, dans lequel :
l’unité de sélection (502) est spécifiquement configurée pour déterminer s’il y a un manque concernant une ressource
de codeur et pour sélectionner la première vidéo de ROI de proximité parmi les vidéos de ROI de proximité s’il y a
un manque concernant une ressource de codeur.

6. Appareil selon la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel :
l’unité de sélection (502) est spécifiquement configurée pour déterminer si le dispositif de réception accepte une
vidéo de ROI de proximité et pour sélectionner la première vidéo de ROI de proximité parmi les vidéos de ROI de
proximité quand il est déterminé que le dispositif de réception accepte une vidéo de ROI de proximité.

7. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications 4 à 6, dans lequel :

l’unité de sélection (502) est en outre configurée pour sélectionner une seconde vidéo de ROI de proximité
parmi les vidéos de ROI candidates après l’obtention d’une demande de changement de vidéo de ROI de
proximité envoyée par le dispositif de réception ; et
l’unité d’envoi (503) est en outre configurée pour envoyer la seconde vidéo de ROI de proximité au dispositif
de réception.
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